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1.  Introduction:  Measurement
and Testing in Conformity
Assessment

Many measurements and tests are made
in the context of conformity assessment
of entities of many different kinds,
ranging from physical products to serv-
ices. There is increasing interest in
various sectors of society in conformity
assessment of products in general, and
efforts are underway, for instance, in the
European Union, to provide a uniform
approach to conformity assessment. [1]

This is important when regulating safety
and other essential collective protection
requirements for public interest issues,
such as health, consumer or environmen-
tal protection, etc., with regard to poten-
tial risks which freely-marketed products
could present, while at the same time
enhancing innovation, growth and
welfare. Traditional areas of conformity
assessment, such the legal metrology of
diverse kinds of measurement instru-
ments (for instance, for metering of the
utilities and different kinds of energy
[2]) and of commodities (for instance,
pre-packaged foodstuffs [3]), while in
themselves subject to modernisation and
extension, can provide useful models and
templates for conformity assessment rou-
tines in other and wider sectors of socie-
tal interest and concern.

Measurement and testing of products

provide valuable, often quantitative, evi-
dence on which decisions of conformity
can be based. Many product tests are,
however, made in practical situations
where time and resources are limited. A
balance has to be struck between expen-
diture in measuring and testing a product
and the potential costs associated with
various risks, to both the producer and
consumer, associated with in-correct
decisions arising from limited measure-
ment accuracy and test uncertainties [4,
5, 6, 7]. Such costs include both unnec-
essary re-manufacturing costs for the
producer as well as various kinds of con-
sumer costs, such as incorrect measures
of quantity, poor product performance,
not to mention possible litigation costs
where disputes in conformity assessment
end up in a legal process in court [8].

The correct treatment of measurement
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uncertainty in conformity assessment is a
key factor in minimising costs and losses
associated with incorrect decision-
making. While much effort has been
expended in the metrology community
over the last decade in giving guidance
about and harmonising how to evaluate
measurement uncertainty [9], arguably
less attention has been paid to the use of
uncertainty in conformity assessment
and many questions remain as yet unan-
swered, such as a clear and objective rule
for decision-making, which is arguably of
prime interest to stakeholders in general.
[10] 

The current paper covers the treat-
ment of measurement errors and test
uncertainties in the context of conform-
ity assessment of product, in particular,
highlighting an increasing interest and
enhanced insight into decision-making
gained when extending classical, purely
statistical treatment of consumer and
producer risks [11], towards a more
‘stakeholder’ motivated (and ultimately
optimised) approach in terms of effective
costs associated with manufacture,
testing and incorrect decision-making.
Notwithstanding the difficulties in some
areas of conformity assessment of
coming to an agreement as to the relative
costs of producer and consumer risks
[12, 13], it is felt that attempts should
always be made to quantify, as far as pos-
sible, these costs: In those cases where
there are difficulties in reaching an
agreement on costs, then due account of
these difficulties should be explicitly
taken when making decisions.

The current work can be seen in the
wider context of a trend in measurement
quality assurance to consider increas-
ingly actions not only at the moment of
measurement, but also earlier and later
in the quality loop of Deming’s general
quality assurance [14], particularly
including the interaction of the measure-
ment engineer with the commissioner of
the measurement task. Parallels can be
drawn to current developments in
applied statistics, where academia has
traditionally focused mainly on the data
analysis step, while more recently atten-
tion is increasingly being drawn to an
initial elucidation of the problem at
hand, as well as a final presentation of
the findings. [15, 16] 

The application of a unified approach
is a step towards establishing clearer pro-
cedures for setting and specifying toler-
ances and associated uncertainties, and
in facilitating acceptance of conformity
by both customer and supplier.

2.  Costs, Measurement Errors,
and Test Uncertainties in
Conformity Assessment

2.1  Costs and Economic Risks in
Conformity Assessment

Arguably of most concern, for both con-
sumer and producer, is the product
value and the estimation of various
potential losses associated with not only
regular manufacture, but also with incor-
rect decision-making in conformity
assessment. In Fig. 1 an overall picture is
given of sources of both profit and loss
from the point of view of the supplier
when assessing the conformity of a par-
ticular value of an important characteris-
tic of the entity of interest. Depending on
the area of application, the various costs
will of course be more or less easy to esti-
mate in purely economic terms, but the
general model remains.

Irrespective of the result of product
(or entity) conformity, there will always
be the costs of production and testing of
product (at the centre of Fig. 1). 

Then, for each specimen of product,
the actual true value, µ (although
unknowable exactly), of the characteris-
tic will either conform or not conform
depending on whether the value is inside
or outside, respectively, of a specification
limit (USL, upper specification limit in
the current example). From specimen to
specimen there will, in general, be a dis-
tribution of entity values, having a non-
zero standard deviation as well as a mean
which deviates systematically from
nominal. Correct decisions of conformity
relate to both the profit made on selling
product which has been correctly
assessed to be conforming (top, left of
Fig. 1), and the losses made on product
correctly assessed to be non-conforming
(bottom, right of Fig. 1).

When testing a specimen of product,
the obtained estimate, x, of the charac-
teristic value will however generally not
coincide with the true value because of
measurement error and uncertainty.
Thus, overlaid on the distribution of
actual product values will be a measure-
ment-related distribution with non-zero
standard deviation and mean shifted sys-
tematically from zero. The latter system-
atic measurement error will need to be
determined (by calibration) and cor-
rected, which will add costs to the pro-
duction process. It is also well known
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Figure 1. Different costs and income of conformity-assessed entity from the point of view
of the supplier. Green represents a profit, while red  represents a loss.
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that, particularly when a test result is
close to a specification limit, measure-
ment uncertainty can increase the risk
and consequences of incorrect decision
of conformity, both for the producer and
consumer, as illustrated respectively in
the bottom, left and top, right sections of
Fig. 1. How product economic value, as
well as the costs of testing, vary with
product characteristic value will of
course vary from case to case, as will be
exemplified below.

A general formulation of the overall
profit [4] would then be a sum of the
various incomes and losses shown in Fig.
1, including: (a) Income from sales of
passed, conforming product; (b) Loss
associated with consumer risk (passed,
non-conforming product); (c) Cost of
(all) manufactured product (exclusive
test); (d) Cost of testing (all) product; (e)
Loss associated with re-manufacturing
with producer risk (failed, conforming
product); and (f) Loss associated with re-
testing with producer risk (failed, con-
forming product).

2.2  Measurement, Testing, and
Sampling Costs

An initial consideration is how to model
the higher cost of increased efforts made
to reduce measurement uncertainty.
There are of course a number of conceiv-
able models of how test costs could vary
with measurement uncertainty. [13] In
this work, the test cost is assumed to
depend inversely on the squared (stan-
dard) measurement uncertainty u2

measure ,
that is, (D/u2

measure), where D is the test
cost at nominal test (standard) uncer-
tainty umeasure . Such a model was sug-
gested by Thompson and Fearn [5],
based mainly on the argument that N
repeated measurements would reduce
the standard deviation in the measure-
ment result by MN while costing (at
most) N times as much as each individ-
ual measurement. In the present work,
this model of measurement costs is not
only used where the statistical distribu-
tion associated with measurement and
sampling uncertainties are known (such
as type A evaluations), but is also
extended to cover more generally even
other components of uncertainty (includ-
ing the expanded uncertainty in the
overall final measurement result) where

the underlying statistical distribution is
often not known (type B evaluation). 

Where re-testing becomes necessary, as
in producer risk, it is assumed here that
re-tests costs will be approximately the
same cost as ordinary testing of product,
although one could imagine scenarios
where re-test costs might be different.

2.3  Statistical Risks of Incorrect
Decision-Making

The well-known traditional treatment of
the two kinds of decision-making risks in
purely statistical terms is in terms of:

1. Producer risk (type I or ‘false posi-
tive’ decision error [17]) where con-
forming products are incorrectly
rejected, that is, the statistical risk in
terms of the (cumulative) probabil-
ity of an entity subject to conformity

assessment lying within specifica-
tion, when the mean value, x^, for an
individual product is outside a spec-
ification limit, SL. 

2. Consumer risk (type II or ‘false neg-
ative’ decision error [17]) where
non-conforming products are incor-
rectly accepted, that is, the statistical
risk in terms of the (cumulative)
probability of an entity subject to
conformity assessment lying outside
specification, when the mean value,
x^, for an individual product is inside
a specification limit, SL.

In both cases, a sum is generally made
over the ensemble of products tested. As
mentioned above, when testing product,
the observed distribution associated with
the characteristic value, x, will in general
depend both on a distribution reflecting

Figure 2. Constant costs when exceeding specification limits for entity error.  LSL is the
lower specification limit and USL is the upper specification limit.

Figure 3. Consequence costs as linear function of instrument errors valued by quantity [7]
from the point of view of the supplier.
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the quality of the measurement process, PM, as well as a distri-
bution summarising actual product characteristic values, PP,
(the latter being of course of prime interest for the decision-
maker).  It is essential to have some way of estimating these two
distinct components of variation. 

2.4  Consequence Costs
The costs associated with the product, which determine the
impact of incorrect decision-making in conformity assessment,
can in general be grouped into three main categories distin-
guished by how consequence costs vary with product error: 

2.4.1  Constant Product Costs:  Type Examination
Product costs which are largely independent of entity value
across a region of values, but which might have different costs
between different regions of entity values, belong to models tra-
ditionally used when introducing economics into risk/decision
theory. There are many published examples of decision risk eval-
uated with constant costs with different levels across different
zones of conformity and non-conformity [e.g., 18, 19, 20], as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

A product is rejected if it is perceived to lie outside the zone
of acceptance. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the consequence cost of
lying beyond a specification limit can in most cases be assumed
to be substantially constant as a function of entity error,
although obviously if product were to deviate greatly from spec-
ification, this might take more costs to repair for the producer.

The cost, Ccf, of producer risk (see Section 4.1) will probably
be that of an unnecessary redesign of the model, including a loss
of the future net revenue for the manufacturer associated with
a delay in market introduction. This will be different from case
to case, but can amount to appreciable costs in cases of Type
Examination of new products, as exemplified below. 

If the distribution of entity value under test is dominated by
measurement uncertainty, umeasure, a typical model may be
based on the Normal (Gaussian) function. The consequence
costs weighted across the distribution of product error in the
case of constant cost can be evaluated with the integral:

, (1)

shown here for the case of producer risk with respect to an
upper specification limit, USLx, where a test result is xmeasure.

In many other cases, consequence costs will generally vary
with entity error and can be handled as described in the next
two sections.

2.4.2  Product Valued by Quantity:  Linearly Varying
Consumer Consequence Costs–Metering of the
Utilities or Commodities

For product valued by quantity, costs will in many cases vary lin-
early with entity value. Examples are common, for instance in
the metering of the utilities, energy, fuels and environmental
emissions [21], where product price is quoted per quantity
($/kg, for example). In the simplest case, a consequence cost

will be proportional to the amount of product sold times the
unit price per quantity.

A common scenario is where consumer risk losses, Cnp, are
zero when entity error x is zero, but vary linearly with product
error throughout the range of characteristic values (illustrated
in Fig. 3). In this case, consequence costs weighted across the
distribution of product error can be evaluated with the integral:

, (2)

shown here for the case of consumer risk with respect to an
upper specification limit, USLx, where the linear dependence of
costs is included inside the integral sign. [7]

An example to be examined later in this paper, in the case of
initial verification according to the Measuring Instruments Direc-
tive (MID) of a household electricity meter, a relevant cost when
considering consumer risk in the context of a state-sponsored
legal metrology service which oversees the use of these electric-
ity meters, is the annual tax income on transactions nationally.
The total annual national electric power consumption for house-
holds is about 36 x 109 kWh in a medium-sized European
country1 which, at a price of 0.1 €/kWh, equals a turnover for
transactions with this type of instrument estimated to be about
3.6 G€. Tax is 25% with an annual national tax cost of 900 M€

or about 600 €/meter for the approximately 1.5 million2 electric-
ity meters. The consequence cost, Cnp, will then be simply in pro-
portion to the fractional meter error. Other examples where costs
depend linearly on entity error include the metering of other util-
ities (petroleum [7] and natural gas [22]), as well as environmen-
tal emission, for instance, CO emission in automobile exhaust.
[21] Another major category, where products are linearly valued
by quantity, are the commodities, including pre-packaged food
and cosmetic goods. Many of these types of product are suffi-
ciently important in societal terms that they are subject to formal
conformity assessment, in legal metrology, for instance.

2.4.3  Product Valued by Quality:  Consumer Dissatisfaction
Consequence Costs

It may not only be the quantity of a product which is of interest
to the consumer. Where product is valued instead by quality,
there is a need to make appropriate models to describe how cus-
tomer satisfaction varies with entity value.

A common model which aims to account for the fact that the
more a product deviates from nominal, the less satisfied will be
the customer, is due to Taguchi [23] as expressed by his loss
function:

, (3)
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where the consumer risk losses are zero when entity error, x, is
zero, and equal to Cnp when entity error, x, is at either of the
specification limits, USL or LSL. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Earlier treatments of Taguchi loss functions in conformity
assessment include a discussion of the economic setting of
guardbands [4] and instrument checking intervals. [24]

In the present work, we point out that proper account of
these losses is made by a ‘folding’ of the squared-error term of
the Taguchi loss function with the measurement uncertainty dis-
tribution, leading to the following original expression for con-
sumer-related costs arising from customer dissatisfaction:

. (4)

Such an expression can be employed when modeling consumer-
related costs in cases of products, such as washing machines,
judged by quality and consumer (dis-)satisfaction. The sales of
incorrectly performing washing-machines could easily cost Cnp
= 100 k€, and the more the product deviates from expected per-
formance, the more dissatisfied will be the customer, not only
in the product itself but increasingly in the manufacturer.

Of course, in all of the expressions in equations (1) to (4)
involving integrals over distribution functions, if other than
Gaussian, i.e., perhaps asymmetric, distributions are associated
with the test result, the corresponding cumulative probabilities
will need to be evaluated with the appropriate integral. All of
the integrals mentioned in this work can be easily evaluated
using commonly available symbolic software.

Finally there are various other cost models of product values,
for example, concerning company performance or the effective-

ness of healthcare [25]. Product value in finance for example is
often a collective valuation (e.g., share price) determined by (an
often random) influence of many consumers, as in the famous
Brownian statistics. As perceived quality varies, associated eco-
nomic value will sometimes vary abruptly. Again, as in all of the
cases considered here, overall costs will be a weighting of value
with the probability of a particular entity have a specific value,
rather than a purely statistical risk assessment. Extreme devia-
tions in entity value from expected can have vanishingly small
probabilities of occurrence, but when weighted with an addi-
tional, significantly large economic factor, nevertheless have an
appreciable impact, as described in terms of a fractal distribu-
tion, for instance see reference [26].

3.  Optimising Uncertainties

3.1  Rules of Thumb
In traditional statistical process control (SPC) it was common
to assume that any measurement variation was negligibly small
compared with actual product variations, so classical statistical
treatments rarely mention measurement uncertainty. [17] 

When basing conformity assessment by variable, approaches
such as Measurement System Analysis (MSA) in the automobile
industry have successively introduced procedures to estimate
and set limits separately on measurement (so-called repeatabil-
ity and reproducibility, R&R) and product variations as certain
fractions of the total observed variation.

It has become increasingly more widespread to set a limit on
measurement capability:

(5)

in terms of the upper and lower specification limits, or the
maximum permissible product error (MPE) and the (expanded)
test uncertainty, Umeasure, by analogy with the corresponding
process capability index, Cp, in terms of actual product varia-
tions, as in the famous ‘six-sigma’ approaches to statistical
process control.

Over the years, many rules have been implemented in con-
formity assessment where limits are set on acceptable (target)
levels of measurement uncertainty or maximum permissible
uncertainty, MPU (and, equivalently, measurement capability,
Cm, or test-uncertainty ratio, TUR), often in relation to product
specification intervals; typically MPU < MPE/4 (i.e., Cm > 4). 

Other rules when making conformity assessment by variable
have aimed at minimising risks associated with uncertainty by
specifying acceptable locations of the test result with respect to
a specification limit, to this category belongs guardbanding [12]
and the shared risk principle. [11] 

Corresponding rules aimed at mitigating the risks associated
with limited sampling include the specification of statistical
quality levels (such as acceptance quality limits (AQL) and lim-
iting quality limits (LQL)), often in relation to operating char-
acteristic curves. [1, 2, 17, 27, 28]

But many of these rules appear arbitrary and limits vary, often
with little motivation in terms of the consequences of incorrect
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decision-making in conformity assess-
ment. Questions of appropriate rules for
decision-making in conformity assess-
ment with due account of measurement
uncertainty raise questions which ulti-
mately can be resolved by economic con-
siderations. [4, 12, 23, 29] For instance,
conformity assessment needs to consider
consequence costs, as captured by meas-
ures of customer dissatisfaction, for
instance (see Section 4.2), and what
appear to be fairly ‘shared’ risks for con-
sumer and producer in purely statistical
terms [11] may be rather unfairly distrib-
uted when the different cost factors are
included. [7] For any particular conform-
ity assessment, a sum of the various costs
and risks may be made, depending on the
interest of the stakeholders involved, and
it will be the overall trade-off amongst
the various sources of income and loss
which will ultimately determine appro-
priate limits to measurement uncertainty
in conformity assessment, as will be dis-
cussed below.

3.2  Optimised Uncertainty
Methodology

An optimised uncertainty methodology,
in which the costs of analysis are bal-
anced against the costs associated with
the consequences of incorrect decision-
making, was introduced by Thompson,
Fearn and co-workers [5, 19] who
sought a criterion for ‘fitness for
purpose’ in analytical measurement. 

Generally, test costs increase when
attempting to reduce consumer conse-

quence costs, and vice versa, and a trade
off can therefore be made between some
of the cost terms in the general model
shown in Fig. 1. In this case, balancing
test costs against consequence costs
leads to a U-shaped cost curve as a func-
tion of test uncertainty and the possibil-
ity of identifying an optimal test
uncertainty where costs are minimised,
in particular, trading the Cost of testing
(all) product against the Loss associated
with consumer risk (passed, non-con-
forming product).

4.  Examples of Optimised
Uncertainty Methodology

Making decisions of conformity with due
account, in economic terms, of the risks
commensurate with test uncertainty is
exemplified in this paper at the various
stages of conformity assessment.

4.1  Producer Risk onType
Examination

Individual specimens of a product are
checked against specification and, while
the mean value for a specimen is found
to be somewhat outside a specification
limit, SL, there is still a finite probability
that values, x, of the characteristic of an
entity subject to conformity assessment
actually lie within specification because
of non-zero measurement uncertainty
and the relative closeness of the test
result to the specification limit.

Profit in cases of producer risk will be
the difference between the income from
sales of conforming, passed product and

a sum of costs consisting of the costs of
manufacturing and testing product,
together with the additional losses of
incorrect rejection of a conforming entity
(so-called ‘producer’ risk). In the context
of formal conformity assessment, pro-
ducer risk might typically arise when per-
forming type examination [1 and 2,
Module B] of a new prototype which is
usually made on single specimens. It
could also concern any product or
service, for instance, making a washing
machine, where producer risk would be
obliging the manufacturer to redesign, re-
make and re-test product. Various cost sce-
narios can be considered for producer risk,
but a common case is where consequence
costs are largely independent of product
error, as discussed in Section 2.4.1.

The overall cost, Ecf, of producer risk
for a single specimen takes the form:

(6)

,

where the right hand side consists of the
sum of the costs of re-testing (Section
2.2) and the consequence costs of re-
manufacturing product (Section 2.4),
times the probability of in-correctly
failing the specimen. The latter is evalu-
ated using:

(7)

,

used to express the probability of a value,
x, of the characteristic of an entity
subject to conformity assessment lying
within specification, when the mean
value x̂ = ymeasure, for an individual
product is outside an upper specification
limit, a = USLx, in terms of the cumula-
tive probability associated with the
Normal (Gaussian) distribution assumed
to be associated with the uncertainty,
umeasure, in the test result.

How producer risks vary with test
result and measurement uncertainty can
be modeled with equation (6), as shown
in the plots of Fig. 5.

In the legal metrology case of Type
Examination of a new kind of household
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Figure 5. Producer risk costs as a function of Measurement uncertainty for a household
electricity meter.
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electricity meter according to the Euro-
pean MID Directive [2], Dcf could typi-
cally be 20 k€ at nominal test
uncertainty, where this cost is probably
mostly independent of the size of error in
the reading display of the meter.
Redesign costs, Ccf on the other hand
may be as much as 50 k€ and are
assumed to be constant (Section 2.4.1)
with varying product error. An upper
specification limit, USL, the maximum
permissible error, is set at 2 % of the

meter reading of electrical energy at a
nominal load of 0.5Imax, where Imax is
the maximum load for electromagnetic
polyphase meters as specified in the EU
Measurement Instrument Directive. [2,
Annex MI-003, Table 2]

At an instrument error, ymeasure = USL
+ 0.5 umeasure, shown in Fig. 5, costs are
found to rise from zero3 as the measure-
ment uncertainty increases, following a
curve analogous to the familiar ‘operat-
ing characteristic’ [17], dashed and

labelled ‘OC’ Fig. 5, that is, equation (6)
evaluated with Dcf set equal to zero) of
classical acceptance sampling, but
weighted additionally by varying costs.
The corresponding losses at other levels
of entity error are, as expected, less for
test results more clearly outside the zone
of permissible values.

The producer risk in terms of costs are
generally higher at the maximum permis-
sible uncertainty (MPU) than at the
actual level of test uncertainty and the
decision of an appropriate level of uncer-
tainty will be up to the producer in terms
of the additional costs which can be tol-
erated.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding
curves as a function of measurement
capability, Cm (equation (5)). Instead of
arbitrary rules of thumb (Section 3.1),
the appropriate and acceptable level of
measurement capability will be decided
by the producer in terms of the addi-
tional costs which can be tolerated.

Corresponding curves for other con-
formity assessment entities in the case of
producer risk will have similar forms,
but the scales of uncertainty and cost will
of course be different (Section 2.4.1).
Changing the manufacturing process for
a washing-machine production line as a
result of a failed product test could easily
cost Ccf =100 k€. Repair of a handheld
multimeter used in an industry might
cost $50.

4.2  Consumer Risk
Specimens of a product are checked
against specification and, while the mean
value, x^, for a specimen is found to be
somewhat inside a specification limit,
SL, there is still a finite probability that
values, x, of the characteristic of an
entity subject to conformity assessment
actually lie outside specification because
of non-zero measurement uncertainty
and the relative closeness of the test
result to the specification limit. 

Profit in cases of consumer risk will be
the difference between the income from
sales of conforming, passed product and
a sum of costs consisting of the costs of
manufacturing and testing product,
together with the additional losses of
incorrect acceptance of a non-conform-
ing entity (consumer risk). In the context
of formal conformity assessment, con-
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sumer risk might typically arise when performing initial verifi-
cation [1 and 2, Module F] which can either involve checking
of every specimen or some sample, as discussed below in
Section 4.3.

The overall cost, Enp, of consumer risk for a single specimen
takes the form:

(8),

where the right hand side consists of the sum of the costs of re-
testing (Section 2.2) and the consequence costs of consumer
risk (Section 2.4), where the latter includes the probability of
in-correctly passing the specimen. Equation (8) applies in the
case where Cnp is constant (Section 2.4.1) with varying product
error, as exemplified in the work of Fearn et al. [13].

In cases where instead consumer costs vary linearly (Section
2.4.2) with entity error, we have shown that the overall cost,
Enp, of consumer risk is evaluated with the integral:

(9)

,

exemplified here for the case of consumer risk with respect to
an upper specification limit, USL, and where the distribution of
entity value under test is dominated by measurement uncer-
tainty, umeasure. [7]

As an application of an optimised uncertainty methodology
(Section 3.2) in which test costs are balanced against conse-
quence costs, we take again the case of household electricity
meters, where the costs of instrument error are estimated as the
consequence cost, Cnp, of non-conforming instruments which
requires an estimate of the annual cost based in the present case
on the taxed energy consumption (Section 2.4.2).

Evaluation of equation (9) for the overall cost, Enp, of con-
sumer risk leads to the plots of cost versus test uncertainty.
Opportunities to optimize test uncertainties at a level corre-
sponding to a minimum in overall costs are evident from Fig. 7
shown for the first time for the case of electricity meters. At an
instrument error ymeasure = USL + umeasure, (where USL
= + 2 %) if the standard measurement uncertainty can be
reduced4 below MPU/2 = 0.36 %, this will only lead to increas-
ing test costs. On the other hand, relaxing measurement uncer-
tainties towards higher levels will allow overall costs to
approach a minimum of about 10 € at about 0.5 % test uncer-
tainty, before costs rise again at higher uncertainty levels as con-
sequence costs become significant. The corresponding losses at
other levels of instrument error are, as expected, less for test

results more clearly within the zone of permissible values. Inte-
grating costs over the known distribution of instrument errors
(discussed below in Section 4.3 and in [7]) leads to the blue,
dashed curve in Fig. 7.

This example gives, as we have earlier pointed out [7], added
significance to the traditional rule in conformity assessment of
limiting measurement uncertainty to some fraction of the region
of permissible values. From Fig. 7 it is evident that, although the
economic losses only vary slowly with uncertainty, if one were
to allow the test uncertainty to increase beyond the target, or
maximum permissible uncertainty, MPU (=1/3·MPE), then
additional costs would be incurred compared with the optimum.
In this context, it will be a matter of the two parties, producer
and consumer, in the conformity assessment, coming to a mutu-
ally acceptable agreement as to how risks are to be shared. For
both consumer and producer, risks in economic terms are
arguably more tangible than more traditional percentage risk
estimates. 

Other estimates of consumer risk could include the costs of
product warranty; failure analysis costs; potential loss of future
sales; environmental induced waste caused by defective prod-
ucts etc. In those cases, it may be appropriate to use other
models of how consequence vary with product error, as dis-
cussed in Section 2.4.3.

4.3  Subsequent Verification.  Attribute Consumer Risks
After checking individual specimens in the conformity assess-
ment of product, initial verification5 will be followed, if product
is successful, by marketing and subsequent verification. Both
initial and subsequent verification can involve checking every
specimen or some well chosen, statistically justified sample.
[1, 2]

In subsequent verification of household electricity meters, by
way of example, sampling is usually performed extensively,
where it is typically found that instrument error is Normally dis-
tributed (Fig. 8, blue, dotted line), where (simulated but realis-
tic) values of the mean and standard deviation of electricity
meter error could be, respectively: xinstrument = +0.82 % and
sinstrument = 0.55 %.

The discussion of consequence costs (Section 2.4) applies
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even in the case where many product entities are tested. As in
initial verification (Section 4.2), incorrect acceptance of non-
conforming product (consumer risk) at subsequent verification
will lead to incorrect costs for the consumer. If the product
subject to conformity assessment is a measurement instrument
used to measure energy or fuel, then these consumer risks will
be associated with incorrect measurement values of valuable
commodities owing to instrument error. 

4.3.1  Sampling by Variable
Continuing the discussion of consumer risk and initial verifica-
tion (Section 4.2) with the example of household electricity
meters, when many specimens are tested, account of the distri-
bution of product characteristic (meter error in the present
case) in applying the optimised uncertainty methodology to con-
sumer risks is made by ‘folding’ the distributions of measure-
ment quality and product quality [7], as given in equation (10):

(10)

,

where the first integral captures the distribution of product
characteristic, x, exemplified in Fig. 8, and the specification
limits on meter error are set at SLx = ± MPE = ± 2 % of meas-
ured electrical energy in this particular case. [2, Annex F]

The resulting cost curve is shown in Fig. 7 as the blue dashed
line. Compared with the optimised uncertainty for an individual
specimen, the corresponding curve averaged over the actual dis-
tribution of product will lead in general to overall lower con-
sumer costs and a somewhat higher optimised uncertainty, since
the majority of product have small errors. 

4.3.2  Sampling by Attribute
The analysis so far has not given any indication of criteria for
deciding the scope of any sampling done. 

A measure of confidence in decisions of compliance is often
provided for by specifying in the first case an attribute sampling
plan [17], such as in the MID directive. [1, 2] On the one hand
an acceptable quality level (AQL) of 1 % [1 and 2, Annexes F
and F1], which is the poorest level of quality for the instrument
manufacturer that the consumer would consider to be accept-
able as a process average, in terms of the fraction of non-con-
forming product. Also specified in conformity assessment is a
limiting quality level (LQL) of 7 %, that is, the poorest level of
quality that the consumer is willing to accept in an individual lot
of instruments. 

An alternative criterion in deciding sample size can be derived
with an analogous optimised uncertainty methodology, as in the
following original approach [7], where once again, statistical
risk is weighted together with consequence costs to give

arguably more relevant guidance on the scope of testing in con-
formity assessment.

In the present case of household electricity meters, about
1.6 % of the sampled meters were found to lie above the upper
specification limit in subsequent verification, as apparent from
Fig. 8. The aggregate consumer-related cost associated with this
fraction non-conforming product can be calculated with the
expression:

(11)

.

The integral is used to estimate the costs associated with instru-
ments exceeding the (upper) specification limit, USL, where Cnp
is given in Section 2.4.2. In the example of household electric-
ity meters, CUSL is of the order of 0.54 M€ nationally (an over-
taxation since meters are slightly biased towards positive
instrument errors) if all instruments in the country are
accounted for (and assumed to follow the same distribution as
shown for n = 5000 sample of Fig. 8).

The width of the product error distribution (Fig. 8) can be
due to a number of various causes. Two main sources of uncer-
tainty in sampling can be distinguished:

1. Heterogeneity of the lot investigated. [19, 30]
2. Fundamental statistical sampling. [17, 31]
It is of interest in legal metrology to investigate variations in

the metrological performance of a certain type of measuring
instrument and how these variations may be distributed from
instrument to instrument geographically, in terms of manufac-
turing date or by manufacturer. [2] A full discussion of sampling
uncertainty associated with heterogeneity is however outside the
scope of the present article.

In order to estimate the other main source of sampling uncer-
tainty, a statistical uncertainty, in the number of non-conform-
ing units, one can observe that p̂ = (d/n) can be considered as
a random variable, where the probability of selecting d conform-
ing and (n – d) non-conforming entities when a sample of size
n follows a binomial distribution (Fig. 9) if taken from an infi-
nitely7 large population. The standard deviation of the distribu-
tion, σ p̂ = Mp(x1x–xpx)x/xnx, appears to be a natural choice for
estimating a standard sampling uncertainty based on the corre-
sponding confidence interval for p. [7] 

For the actual case of electricity meters, with a sample of size
n = 5000 entities drawn from a population of N = 1.5 x 106,
where d/n = 1.60 % are found to be rejectable, the estimated
sampling uncertainty, σ p̂ = Mp(x1x–xpx)x/xnx = 0.18 %.

Actual consumer risk can be expressed in percentage terms by
the cumulative binomial distribution beyond the specification
limit, SLp, on the fraction non-conforming instruments (illus-
trated in Fig. 9), in terms of the sum:

CUSL= Cnp ⋅
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(12)

for a sample of size n and actual
observed number of non-conforming
entities, d.

In this case, an optimised sampling
uncertainty can be derived from the sum
of sampling costs and consequence costs
according to the expression:

(13)

,

where CUSL is given by equation (11).
Figure 10 illustrates how overall costs

vary with the number of instruments
sampled (assuming an infinite popula-
tion) and how an optimised sampling

uncertainty [7] can be identified in rela-
tion to traditional sampling planning
limits AQL and LQL [17] for the
example of electricity meters. Actual
costs are high, because the sample size
(5000 meters) in the present example is
more than sixteen times the circa 300
optimal sample size, with a correspon-
ding factor of more than 280 in costs.
Where the actual optimum sampling
uncertainty (and sample size) will lie will
of course be determined both by actual
sampling costs as well as the choice of
specification limit (even that economi-
cally motivated) on the maximum per-
missible fraction non-conforming
product.

This new optimised sampling uncer-
tainty methodology, extends traditional
attribute sampling plans to include eco-
nomic assessments of the costs of meas-
uring, testing and sampling together
with the costs of incorrect decision-
making.

5.  Conclusions
The development of general procedures
about how to make decisions in conform-
ity assessment in general in the presence
of measurement uncertainty is a topic of
international study. It has been shown
that an optimised uncertainty methodol-
ogy can be applied to minimising costs in
testing and sampling by both variable and
attribute, as exemplified in the conform-
ity assessment of measurement instru-
ments in legal metrology but also more
generally in product conformity assess-
ment. A discussion in economic terms of
common rules in conformity assessment
has been given, including the setting of
limits on the maximum permissible
uncertainty and measurement capability
as well as acceptance (AQL) and limiting
(LQL) quality limits in attribute sam-
pling. This economic approach is a com-
plement to traditional sampling plans and
treatment of risks in decision-making.

It is hoped that this will stimulate a
more harmonised approach to measure-
ment uncertainty in decision-making in
future, in both the instrument standards
and normative documents in the context
of legal metrology as well as in the
broader conformity assessment area
(such as health, safety, environmental
protection and fair trading).
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